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	Title: Garden and Landscape Q & A May 2005 
	Author: by Michelle Le Strange, UC Master Gardener Advisor
	Page 1: Q. How can I get rid of oxalis that is taking over my flowerbeds and is in my groundcover? Help!A. I wish there were an easy solution, but there isn't. Oxalis (also called creeping woodsorrel because it hugs the ground as it grows and forms new roots when stems contact the soil) is a perennial troublemaker in the landscape. It's often confused with easy to kill clovers. Oxalis has three heart-shaped leaflets, yellow flowers with 5 small petals, and seedpods resembling miniature okra. Clover leaflets are wedge-shaped and though some clovers have yellow flowers it is usually hard to count their petals. To bring oxalis under control I suggest you put on your boxing gloves, start attacking from all sides, and prepare for a long fight.There are no postemergence herbicides that can be sprayed over the top of groundcovers or flowerbeds and selectively kill the oxalis. Roundup and Turflon (triclopyr) will kill it (but also damage the groundcover). Other broadleaf weed killers burn it back temporarily. So what can you do?Spot spray, sponge, or paintbrush with Roundup or Turflon where possible, but prepare yourself for lots of hand weeding. Carefully pull established oxalis plants to remove as much of the stem sections as possible because they break easily. Several weedings may be needed to remove old plants. Then apply a preemergence herbicide to control seedlings or cover the ground with a thick layer of mulch OR both. Dithiopyr (Dimension), isoxaben (PreSprout1) and pendimethalin (Pendulum), prodiamine (Barricade) are effective preemergence materials, but two applications about 8 weeks apart may be needed. Watch for new oxalis plants and pull them before they set seed. Q. I just untied my two-year-old tree from its nursery stake. After the recent high winds, it is leaning. What do I do now?A. Leaving a new tree tightly tied to its nursery stake is a common mistake in the landscape. Unfortunately, this keeps the tree from developing trunk size or good caliper, because the tree actually tries to grow away from the stake, leaving that side weaker. In general the more freedom the top of a tree has to move, the better it is able to develop structure to stand upright and withstand storms. 
	Page 2: To correct the situation, determine if thinning out a few branches alleviates the lean of the tree. If your tree is not strong enough to stand upright without support or return upright after a wind, you may need to stake it correctly for a short time. Install two stakes a foot or two from the trunk, making sure no branches rub against them. Find the correct height to place the ties using the following procedure. Starting low on the trunk, grasp it with one hand and bend the top over with the other hand. Find the height where the top returns to an upright position when released. Tie your tree loosely to the stakes using a thick rubber-coated wire. Your tree must be able to move in the wind, which will help it develop good trunk taper and anchoring roots. Water deeply but infrequently to encourage your tree to root deeply. Keep checking your tree for stability and remove the stakes as soon as possible (usually within a year).Q. Some leaves on my olive trees and camellia bushes have suddenly turned bright yellow and are falling off. What's wrong? When any plant abruptly develops bright yellow leaves, the number one suspect is over-watering. Olives are a low water user while camellias are a moderate to high water user. If your olive trees are in a lawn then be sure no grass is growing within two to three feet of the trunk. Mulch camellias heavily to keep roots cool and minimize water evaporation during summer months, but avoid placing mulch too close to trunk. All plants should be watered deeply and the soil must be allowed to dry out slightly between waterings so air can reach the roots. It takes more water to deeply water a large tree than a small bush. It is hard to say how often to water because each landscape has different amounts of shade and reflective heat from streets, driveways, and walls and uses different types of watering devices (flood, sprinkler, and drip). Small, young plants need more frequent watering than large, established trees and shrubs.
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